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HHOOUUSSEE  RRUULLEESS  

ROOM 

1. The house rules and the house statute are effective when using the rooms in the 
Friedrich Schiller dormitory. 

2. If the resident wants to rearrange the furniture and / or fix wallpaper, prior approval 
must be obtained by the dormitory management.   

3. The laying of self-adhesive carpets or floor tiles is prohibited specifically! 
4. The resident will be charged for any possible costs (also the charge for replacing a 

lost key). These costs will be deducted from the security deposit at the latest when 
moving out of the dormitory.  

SAUNA AND TANNING BOOTH (EAST WING BASEMENT)  

1. The resident must make a reservation by entering the room number on the sauna list, 
which is available in the office.  

2. The sauna and the tanning booth are coin operated. (sauna: 50 cent coin for 5 
minutes) 

3. There is a complete ban on smoking and alcohol! 
4. Cleanliness is the ultimate rule! The sauna rules are posted next to the entrance. 

Individuals must shower before using the sauna. Sitting on a towel is recommended.  
5. The sauna must be left at midnight at the latest.  
6. In case the sauna rules are violated, the dormitory management has the right to 

impose a ban.  

EXERCISE ROOMS (WEST WING BASEMENT)  

1. On every floor a Fitnesswart (see who-is-who list) is appointed who lends the key for 
the exercise rooms to the resident.  

2. All fitness rooms may to be entered with slippers or appropriate sport shoes.  
3. The fitness equipment should be used properly and adequately and they must not be 

removed from the activity areas.  

LAUNDRY (WEST AND EAST WING BASEMENTS)  

1. Both washing machines as well as the dryer can be used after entering the room 
number on the laundry list, which is available in the office. These devices are coin 
operated.  
a. East wing basement: washing machine 0,50 Cent  for 55 minutes; dryer 1  Euro.  
b. West wing basement: washing machine 50 cents for 55 minutes.  

2. Residents should read the instruction for the laundry as well as the posting on the 
laundry door carefully.  

3. Residents should contact the Waschküchenwart (see who-is-who-list) immediately if 
there are questions or problems with the laundry devices. 
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PIANO ROOM (LOBBY) 

1. The resident is only allowed to play the piano from 8 a.m to 8 p.m.  
2. Food, beverages and smoking are prohibited in the piano room.  
3. The room is only allowed to be entered with clean shoes.  

STUDY ROOMS (EAST WING BASEMENT) 

1. The key to the study rooms can be borrowed from the office.  
2. Smoking is prohibited in the study rooms.  
3. Books should not be left unattended in the study room.  
4. The resident must leave the room orderly and tidy.  

FIRE SAFETY REGULATIONS 

The fire safety regulations are part of the house rules and therefore these regulations are 
binding upon all residents! It is expected that all residents comply to these rules. However, if 
the resident violates the fire safety rules, he/she may also face civil or criminal prosecution.  

OTHER INFORMATION 

Only residents are allowed to use all rooms mentioned above as well as the study room (east 
and west wing), the music room (west wing basement) and the assembly hall (lobby). In 
general, the house rules and the house statute are effective when using the dormitory rooms. 
 
The signatory declares with his/her signature that he/she has read the fire security 
regulations and that he/she is informed about the terms and conditions. Furthermore, the 
signatory confirms that he/she has taken note of the rules stated above and that the use of 
the sauna and the exercise rooms (with regard to one’s own health condition) is at his/her 
own risk.  
 
 
If existent: (to avoid towing) 
License number: …………………………. Type of car:…………………………….. 
 
 
Graz, ……… … Room Number: …… Signature: ………………………………. 
 
 
Please sign the last page and hand it back to the office. 
 


